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Schedule

Thursday 8/25: Plate tectonics, Vermont record of 

sedimentation and orogenesis.

Friday 8/26: Field trip including (1) Precambrian (Grenville) 

record, (2) early Cambrian sedimentary record, (3) 

middle Ordovician sedimentary record, (4) middle-late 

Ordovician collision and mountain-building.

Saturday 8/27: Surficial geology including (1) stream 

geomorphology and surface water – ground water 

interactions and (2) glacial deposits and soils.

Sunday 8/28: Summary and discussion. 
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1915– Alfred Wegener & “Origin of Continents

And Oceans” …. Continental Drift





Pangaea ~ 200 Ma



Continental Drift

• “Continental drift” hypothesis

• Continents "drifted" to present 
positions

• Continents plowed through the 
oceanic crust like boats through 
water

• Evidence used in support of the 
hypothesis

• Fit of the continents 

• Fossil evidence

• Rock type and structural similarities

• Paleoclimatic evidence 





Continental Drift:

• Explanations of fossil evidence
• Island Stepping Stones 

• Rafting

• Land Bridges

• Continental Drift



Matching 
Mountain

Ranges



Paleoclimatic
Evidence

Distribution of glacial deposits 
around world makes sense
if continents were together 
when they formed



The Great Debate

• Objections to the continental drift 
hypothesis

• Wegener’s hypothesis lacked a mechanism 
capable of moving continents 

• He incorrectly suggested that continents 
broke through the ocean crust, much like ice 
breakers cut through ice – geophysicists 
proved this to be impossible.

• Although ~ accepted by geologists in S. 
hemisphere (strong evidence there), CD faced 
strong opposition from geologists and 
physicists from US, Europe.



The Great Debate

• Continental drift and the scientific 

method

• Wegener’s hypothesis was testable and 

proved correct in principle, but 

contained incorrect details

• A few scientists considered Wegener’s 

ideas plausible and continued the 

search … but needed the types of 

scientific instrumentation that 

ultimately were developed in WWII.



• Paleomagnetism
– Magnetic minerals (e.g. magnetite) in lavas 

record position of magnetic poles through 

geologic time

– Used to support the idea that the 

continents drifted

– How?  … changing polarity of magnetic 

north.

Reviving the Continental Drift 

Hypothesis











High Intensity
=

Earth’s Field
+

Normal field in rock

Low Intensity
=

Earth’s Field
+

Reversed field in rock



Paleomagnetic Reversals 

Recorded in Oceanic Crust



The Vine–Matthews–Morley hypothesis, also known as the 

Morley–Vine–Matthews hypothesis was the first key scientific 

test of the seafloor spreading theory of continental drift and Plate 

tectonics. Geophysicist Frederick John Vine and the Canadian 

geologist Lawrence W. Morley independently realized that if the 

seafloor spreading theory was correct, then the rocks surrounding 

the mid-oceanic ridges should show symmetric patterns of 

magnetization reversals, a record of the Earth's geomagnetic 

reversals, captured in the cooling volcanic rocks. Morley's letters 

to Nature (February 1963) and Journal of Geophysical 

Research (April 1963) were both rejected, so Vine and his 

adviser Drummond Hoyle Matthews were first to publish in 1963. 

Later geomagnetic surveys found the patterns are in fact present, 

providing strong confirmation of the theory. 

From wikipedia.

Yet the theory of seafloor spreading (and later, theory of plate 

tectonics) took many years to finally catch on.

It is not easy to prove a theory in the sciences

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seafloor_spreading
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continental_drift
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plate_tectonics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plate_tectonics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fred_Vine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawrence_Morley
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geomagnetic_reversals
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geomagnetic_reversals
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nature
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Journal_of_Geophysical_Research
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Journal_of_Geophysical_Research
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drummond_Hoyle_Matthews




More testing of the Sea Floor Spreading hypothesis was

conducted and all data supported the hypothesis 



New Oceanic Lithosphere is created during

Sea-floor spreading



Age of basaltic

rocks

on the 

seafloor?







If new crust is forming at spreading centers,

is earth expanding? Or is crust consumed elsewhere?



Earth’s lithosphere consists of rigid plates that move over plastic-

like asthenosphere … driven by flow and convection in the upper 

mantle (asthenosphere). Oceanic plates are consumed at 

subduction zones ….   Theory of Plate Tectonics



Interactions at the borders of plates causes results in major geologic 

activity such as earthquakes and volcanic eruptions.

Spatial distribution of earthquakes helps to map plate boundaries



Earth’s Lithospheric Plates



Continental
Rifting, and
Ocean Basin
Formation



Continental
Rifting



Oceanic-Continental Convergence



Convergent Plate Boundaries



Cascadia Subduction Zone
1100 km long subduction of the 

Juan de Fuca plate beneath the 

Pacific Northwest

Young, bouyant ocean lithosphere

is being subducted – Stress!



Continental-Continental 

Convergence & Collision

Figure 5.14 C





Transform

Boundary



Present day distribution of lithospheric plates, but they are moving and changing

size and shape.  In the past the distribution of these plates was much different





Principle of 

Uniformitarianism
Laws of nature have 

always existed … so the 

study of rocks in 

modern tectonic

environments enables 

reconstruction of 

past geological 

environments from

the preserved rock

record.

The present is the

key to the past.
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Taconian OrogenyAcadian OrogenyAlleghenian Orogeny

Rifting, Atlantic opens

Rifting



Central and western Champlain Valley



Green Mts, Flanks of Green Mts



1.4 to 1.1 Ga

The Appalachians formed from the rifted remnants of an  

older mountain belt formed during the “Grenville Orogeny” (1.4 -1.1 Ga).

The Grenville sequence formed within a super-continent called Rodinia.

~600 - 540 Ma

~520 - 455 Ma







Remnants of the billion year old

Grenville Orogeny.

Most evidence is in eastern Canada,

but the Adirondacks and slivers

within the Appalachians 

(e.g., Green Mtns, Birkshires) 

also preserve rocks of

this age.



Precambrian Grenville-

equivalent rocks in VT

are light-brown.



Rodinia began to rift apart ~600 Ma … 

sediments and volcanic rocks were deposited in 

a narrow ocean basin between the two blocks, Laurentia 

(paleo-N Am) and Baltica (paleo-NE Europe)

About 600 Ma





540

Ma

1100

Ma













Monkton Formation –

Passive Margin, Peritidal



Modern Ripples (New Jersey) Ancient Ripples (Pennsylvania)

The present is the key to interpreting the past



This ocean basin is known as Iapetus, and by about 500 Ma 

it was quite wide (> 1000 km).  The eastern margin of North 

America was parallel to the equator and at low latitudes.

An extensive carbonate shelf (sandstones then limestones) like

the Bahamas or Great Barrier Reef/N Australia existed. 

~ 540 – 455 Ma





Beekmantown Group
Shelf carbonates (subtidal to peritidal)



Chazy Group

Maclurites Magnus

Cephalopods

Chazy Mound











Black River  Trenton groups

(black shale, deep basin sedimentation)

http://www.mcz.harvard.edu/Departments/InvertPaleo/Trenton/Intro/GeologyPage/Sedimentary%20Geology/BoonvilleNapanee7.gif





550 Ma



485 Ma





Middle Ordovician Paleogeography (470 Ma)

http://www.mcz.harvard.edu/Departments/InvertPaleo/Trenton/Intro/GeologyPage/Geologic%20Setting/paleoenvironmental.htm



455 Ma

Laurentia



Beekmantown-Chazy Contact

463 Ma



Beekmantown-Chazy Contact
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~ 475 Ma … Middlebury area = a warm shallow marine environment,

much like the present day Bahamas. Offshore, an encroaching 

volcanic arc would eventually collide (~ 460 Ma).



~460-450 Ma. Deposition and deformation of accretionary wedge.  

Slivers of ocean crust and mantle often get obducted and 

Preserved in continental crust. In VT, these mantle rocks

(1) Indicate suture zone

(2) Are elevated in arsenic (serpentinite, talc-carbonate) and impact

rural water supplies.



The collision of this volcanic arc with eastern North America

is known as the Taconic Orogeny.  This collision resulted in

folding, faulting and metamorphism of the previously 

deposited rocks.  The volcanic arc itself is preserved in 

eastern Vermont and western New Hampshire.



Champlain Thrust fault (formed ~455 Ma)

Cd

Oi



We will see evidence of tectonic deformation associated 

with the Taconian Orogeny at nearly every stop.



Anticline Syncline





Tetrahedral As in Antigorite



Arsenic in 

talc-

magnesite





Devondian

(~400 Ma)

Laurentia



The Taconian Orogeny was responsible for many of the faults, folds and 

fractures preserved in west-central Vermont, but it was 

just the beginning for much of the Appalachians. At least two later collisions, 

the Acadian Orogeny (~ 400 – 350 Ma) and Alleghanian 

Orogeny (~320 – 270 Ma) resulted in more mountain building. Evidence of 

some of this later deformation is also preserved Vermont (more to E than W).





Acadian isoclinal folds,

Craftsbury, VT



Acadian granite w/ xenolith,

Marshfield, VT



Silurian quartzite,

Delaware Water Gap, NJ/PA

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/a/a1/Sshawangunk.jpg


Catskill Delta
(sediments deposited W of Acadian Mtn range)





Conodonts Petroleum Maturation Window





By about 250 Ma, Appalachian mountain building was complete 

and the result was the formation of another super continent called

Pangaea. Beginning about 200 Ma, Pangaea began to rift apart

much like Rodinia had 400 Ma earlier (Mesozoic rifting).  The result of this 

was the formation of the Atlantic Ocean.  The Atlantic is currently growing

at a rate of about 2.5 cm (1 inch) per year . . . . 



Cw Cm

180 Ma … rifting



Normal fault
Hanging wall moves down relative to the footwall
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http://www.cohp.org



Champlain

Valley

?

Ottawa





Barber Hill pluton, Charlotte, VT

http://www.darylstorrs.com/images/Barber_small.jpg



Glacial

ShaleJurassic

mafic

intrusion





In addition to Paleozoic sediments, folds and faults, 

Vermont also possesses a well-preserved record of the much 

younger glacial history of the region (~20 - 10 ka).





Time Step 

History

•~15 - 12 K …the Wisconsin Ice 

sheet retreated,creating 

successively lower-elevation 

proglacial lakes

Collectively known as LAKE VERMONT





Ice Edge

Once glacier had retreated N of St Lawrence River valley, sea 

water rushed in  Champlain Sea



Sea level ~10 ka





Beluga Whale (Charlotte)

Harbor Seal (Plattsburgh)





Lake Vermont Champlain Sea





Varves – annual layers

~ 11 years



History of Lake 

Champlain

• ~15-13 ka Wisconsian Ice Sheet retreated, blocked 

meltwaters, and proglacial lakes (e.g. Lk Vermont) formed

• At 12 ka valley was isostatically depressed

– St. Lawrence seaway flooded valley with marine waters

• By ~9 ka differential rebound brought valley above sea level 

and formed present-day Lake Champlain
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Although 

freshwater on the 

surface in the form 

of lakes, rivers and 

streams is quite 

small when 

compared to the 

total volume of 

water on the planet, 

it is important 

because of its 

accessibility and 

~purity. 

Green River, Wyoming



A stream is a body of 

water that flows 

downhill along a 

defined channel 

transporting solid 

particles and 

dissolved substances.

A river is simply a 

large stream.





Vermont 

Watersheds



Longitudinal Profile
(similar to Middlebury River)

Base Level
(Local & Ultimate)



Sediment Transport in Streams



Stream Deposition (Alluvium)



Braided Stream



Meandering Stream







Point Bar        Cut Bank





Meandering Stream & Oxbow Lake





Fluvial Landscapes & Deposits

Canyons



Stream Deposition (Alluvium)



Sediment Deposition -- Deltas



Niger

River

Delta



Mississippi River Delta





Delta in mountain lake, Maroon Bells, CO



Groundwater
An extremely important

hidden reserve of

fresh clean water





Porosity
% empty space

in a material



Permeability – measure of the ability of a material to

transmit fluids.  It depends on the connectivity of the pores



Water Table












